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Section A(20x1=20) 

Choose the Correct Answer 
1. In The Dance of Shiva, the fire represents ________ 
a. anger  b. wind  c. destruction  d. divine 
2. __________ means half god and half demon. 
a. Thandava  b. Nadanta  c. Evening dance  d. Bhairava 
3. Who was the architect of Panchsheela and policy of non-alignment? 
a. Tagore   b. Nehru     c. Gandhi            d. Norman plamer 
4. The Government of India signed an agreement with United States of 
America on 5th Jan 1957. The agreement was known as ___________ 
a. community project   b. freedom project  c. schemes based agreement  d. 
technical cooperation programme 
5.Whose names does Kamala Das say she ‘can repeat like Days of week, or 
names of months’? 
a. scientists   b. politicians c. actors  d. sportsmen 
6. Which language, according to the speaker in An Introduction voices her 
‘joys, longings and hopes’? 
a. English   b. Telugu  c. Tamil  d. Malayalam 
7. Which place does the poet-speaker in An Introduction say she hails from? 
a. Madurai   b. Mysore  c. Malabar  d. Mumbai 
8. Who poured paraffin over the bitten toe of the mother? 
a. the rationalist father  b. the peasants    c. the holy men    d. the doctor 
9. Who drove the scorpion inside the house? 
a.  heat   b. rain  c. wind  d. floods 
10. Where did the scorpion crawl? 
a. beneath a sack of rice  b. under the blanket  c. under the tiles  d. inside 
the kitchen 
11. How many dreams of Tipu Sultan are there in the story? 
a. 20   b. 5   c. 4   d. 2 
12. Tara talks about_________ 
a. lesbian  b. gay  c. homosexuality  d. co joined twins 
13. Raja Rao won sahitya award in the year ____ 
a. 1967  b. 1964  c. 1977   d.986 



14. Shiv murthy is a ___________ professor. 
a. English  b. Sanskrit  c. Economics  d. History 
 

Section B 
Answer the following in 300 words:    5x5=25 
21.a. Describe the Nadanta dance in ‘The Dance of Shiva”.   Or 
b. Write the five year plan for technology in the views of Nehru. 
22.a. Bring out the characteristic feature of the ancestral house.  Or 
b. How does the poet describe the river? 
23.a. List the prayers offered by the villagers to cure the mother.  Or 
b. Write the symbolic element in the poem An Introduction. 
24.a. Differentiate the dreams and reality through the play, The Dreams of 
Tipu Sultan           or 
b. Sketch the character of Chandran in the story Tara. 
25.a. Describe the mystery of death in the novel The Serpent and the Rope   
                                                                                                       Or 
b. Write a critical appreciation of the story The Lady in White. 

Section C 
Answer any THREE of the following in 1200 words:  3x10=30 
26. Explain the views of philosophical approach. 
27. Elucidate the theme and critical overview of An Introduction. 
28. Comment on the superstitious nature and beliefs of the villagers as 
described by the poet in Night of the Scorpion. 
29. Discuss the dreams of Tipu Sultan. 
30. Enumerate the evolution of thought in Bend in Ganges. 
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